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Using bounds of character sums we show that one of the open questions about the
possible relation between the multiplicative orders of c and c#c~1 has a negative
answer. In fact we show that in some sense the multiplicative orders of these elements
are independent. ( 2001 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let F
q
denote the "nite "eld of q elements.
Given a nonzero element a3F*
q
, as usual, we de"ne its multiplicative order
ord a as the smallest positive integer t with at"1.
In [1, Research Problem 3.1], a question was posed about the possibility of
"nding ord (c#c~1) from the known value of ord c; see also Research
Problem 5.1 from [1].
We use some known bounds of character sums to show that no such
relation is possible and that in fact the values of the multiplicative orders of
c and c#c~1 are independent in a certain sense.
On the other hand, it follows from [4] that in "elds of small characteristic
p the multiplicative orders of c and c#c~1 cannot be simultaneously too
small. More precisely, if c3F
q
does not belong to any proper sub"eld of
F
q
then at least one of the multiplicative orders of c and c#c~1 exceeds
c(p, e)(ln q)4@3~e, where c(p, e)’0 depends only on p and arbitrary e’0.
Several more results about the multiplicative orders of c and c#c~1 can be
extracted from [2, 3].
THEOREM. For any ,xed e’0 and su.ciently large q, for any positive
divisors n and m of q!1 with nm5q3@2‘e there exists c3F*
q
with
ord c"n and ord(c#c~1)"m.
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328 IGOR SHPARLINSKIProof. For a divisor dDq!1 let X
d
denote the set of all multiplicative
characters of orders dividing d, that is, the set of characters s such that
sd"s
0
, where s
0
is the trivial character. Thus X
d
forms a cyclic group of
order d, dX
d
"d
Let M
t
and N
t
denote the sets of a3F
q
with ord a"t and ord aDt,
respectively. In particular
dM
t
"u(t) and dN
t
"t.
Let g be a "xed primitive root of F
q
and let a denote the discrete logarithm of
a3F*
q
to base g; that is,
g*/$a"a, 04inda4q!2.
Then the functions
s
c,d
(a)"expA2ni
c ind a
d B, c"0,2, d!1,
form the set X
d
. Therefore, for any a3F*
q
and any divisor dDq!1,
+
s3X
(q~1)@t
s(a)"(q~1)@t~1+
c/0
expA2ni
ct inda
q!1 B"
1
t
q~2
+
c/0
expA2ni
ct inda
q!1 B
"1
d
q~2
+
c/0
expA2ni
c indat
q!1 B"G
(q!1)/t, if a3N
t
;
0, otherwise.
Let k (k) denote the MoK bius function. Then from the inclusion}exclusion
principle we obtain
+
dDm
k(m/d)d
q!1 +s3X
(q~1)@d
s(a)"G
1, if a3M
m
;
0, otherwise.
Therefore the number „
n,m
of c3F
q
such that c3M
n
and c#c~13M
m
can
be expressed as the following character sum
„
n,m
" +
c|Mn
+
dDm
k(m/d)d
q!1 +s3X
(q~1)@d
s(c#c~1)
" 1
q!1 +
dDm
k(m/d) d +
s3X
(q~1)@d
+
c|Mn
s (c#c~1).
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+
dDm
k(d)
d
"u (m)
m
,
where u(k) is the Euler function, we see that the contribution of the terms
corresponding to the trivial character is
1
q!1 +
dDm
k (m/d)d" m
q!1 +
dDm
k(d)
d
dM
n
"u(m)
q!1dMn"
u(n)u(m)
q!1 .
Therefore,
K„n,m!
u(n)u(m)
q!1 K4
1
q!1 +
dDm
d +
s3X
(q~1)
sOs
0
DS
n
(s)D, (1)
where
S
n
(s)" +
c|Mn
s (c#c~1).
Again, using the inclusion}exclusion principle, we derive
S
n
(s)"+
dDn
k(d) +
c|Nn/d
s (c#c~1).
We now show that for any positive divisor tDq!1 and any nontrivial
character s the bound
K +c|Nt s (c#c
~1)K42q1@2 (2)
holds. Indeed, for t"1 the bound is trivial. For t’1 we de"ne s"(q!1)/t.
Replacing c by xs, we may write this last sum over c3N
t
as s~1 times the
corresponding sum over x3F*
q
. Therefore,
+
c|Nt
s (c#c~1)"1
t
+
x3F*
q
s(xs#x~s)"1
s
+
x3F*
q
s ((x2s#1)xq~s~1). (3)
We remark that the polynomial (x2s#1)xq~s~1 is not a kth power of another
polynomial for all the divisors k52 of q!1. Indeed, because x and x2s#1
are relatively prime then (x2s#1)xq~s~1 is a kth power of another
330 IGOR SHPARLINSKIpolynomial if and only if both xq~s~1 and x2s#1 are kth powers. But it is
easy to verify that if q is odd then x2s#1 has no multiple roots. If q is even
then x2s#1"(xs#1)2 has every root of multiplicity 2 but in this case k,
a divisor of q!1, is odd. Therefore, one can apply the Weil bounds to this
sum in the form of Theorem 5.41 of [5]. Remarking that the total number of
distinct zeros of (x2s#1)xq~s~1 is at most 2s#1, and taking into account
that q!s!1’0, we conclude
K +x3F*
q
s((x2s#1)xq~s~1)K K +x3F
q
s((x2s#1)xq~s~1)K42sq1@2.
Substituting this estimate in (3), we obtain (2). Hence
DS
n
(s)D4+
dDn K +c|Nn@d s (c#c
~1)K42q1@2q (n),
where q(k) is the number of positive integer divisors of integer k51. From (1)
we obtain
K„n,m!
u (n)u(m)
q!1 K4
2q1@2q(n)
q!1 +
dDm
dA
q!1
d
!1B(2q1@2q(n)q(m).
Using the following well-known bounds
ln q(k)4C
1
ln k
ln ln (k#2) and u(k)5C2
k
ln ln (k#2) ,
where C
1
and C
2
are some positive absolute constants, see Theorems 5.1 and
5.2 of Chapter 1 of [6], we derive that
u(n)u(m)
q!1 ’2q1@2q(n)q(m)
for nm5q3@2‘e and su$ciently large q. Thus „
n,m
’0 for such n and m and
the result follows. j
We remark, that our result applies only to su$ciently large values of n and
m. This does not rule out the possibility that for some special values of ord c
one indeed can directly compute ord (c#c~1) from ord c (for example, when
ord c is very small or satis"es some additional arithmetic restrictions; see the
remarks after Research Problem 5.1 in [1]). Moreover, the results of [2, 3]
show that in several situations of this kind the multiplicative order of c#c~1
MULTIPLICATIVE ORDERS OF c AND c#c~1 331is exponentially large. Nevertheless it does not seem to be plausible that
under any reasonable assumptions on ord c one can evaluate ord (c#c~1)
precisely just from the value of ord c.
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